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Editorial

„If a man takes no thought about what is distant, he will ﬁnd
sorrow near at hand.“
Confucius (551 B.C. – 479 B.C)

Dear Reader,
If technology is not the only driver in the evolution of warfare, it can be considered for sure as an enabler, not to say the
trigger, of most of the changes that occur at the turning point between generations.
We, at armasuisse S+T, test and evaluate the operational readiness, functionality and effectiveness as well as the security
requirements of current and future systems of the Swiss Armed Forces. We do our best to enable our customers to take
conscious technology decisions, minimize investment risks, and keep informed on future technologies.
For a country like Switzerland, anticipation is therefore paramount to identify the opportunities and threats a technology
can represent for the different military capabilities building our national armed forces. This anticipation is performed
concretely by the following research programs:

•
•
•
•
•

Reconnaissance and surveillance
Communications cyberspace and information
Impact, protection and safety
Unmanned mobile systems
Technology foresight

These research activities not only help gathering experience and knowledge, but they also allow the participation in
national and international networks of competences. Different actors have accepted to contribute to this publication and
we hope, thanks to them, to provide you with an interesting and instructive reading.

Dr. Thomas Rothacher
Director Science and Technology
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Introduction

“The future is not some place we are going, but one we are
creating. The paths are not to be found, but made. And the activity
of making them changes both the maker and the destination.”
John H. Schaar

Dear Reader,
There are a lot of different ways to anticipate the future, ranging from the basic question if it is worth the
challenge to the more proactive attitude of building it. One thing however that is absolutely sure is that if you
don’t try, you will always have to react rather than to take advantage of a possible opportunity. This is something
that you cannot afford if you are considering the defense and security of a country.
The armasuisse Science and Technology Foresight research program has the mission to get the necessary
understanding of the emerging technologies which might have implications for the military in general, and for
the Swiss armed forces in particular. After centralizing the relevant information on emerging technologies on a
collaborative platform, the next most important step is to make sense of it, and then, not to be underestimated,
to disseminate that information within the armed forces.
In parallel to futuristic scenarios, simulations and war-games which allow to better grasp the potential of a
technology (translated into the improvement of a system or the creation of a new capability), we believe it is
important to get an understanding, or sometimes more a feeling, of the enabling technologies: their potentials,
strengths and weaknesses.
Building on the report “Defence Future Technologies: Emerging Technology Trends 2015”, the present publication
offers, via short contributions, an overview of the technological areas that will for sure impact the future of
warfare. It is by default not exhaustive, but it emphasizes the competences built by armasuisse Science and
Technologies as well as the importance of establishing national and international cooperations. The challenges
are many and the ever increasing speed of convergence of the various technological areas makes Technology
Foresight a necessary and fascinating activity.
I would like to specially thank all the authors for their contribution, and hope that the reader will ﬁnd in each
article some new elements, which would lead hopefully to new contacts and fruitful exchanges.
I wish you an inspiring reading.

Dr. Quentin Ladetto
Research Program Manager - Technology Foresight
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Why Quantum Technologies Matter in Critical
Infrastructure and IoT
As devices and systems in our critical infrastructures become ever more interconnected, it is increasingly
important to ensure that they have adequate cryptographic protections. This is particularly challenging
– yet even more essential – given the potential scalability of the attack vectors in this hyper-connected
world. Action is required now, both to ensure current security, but also to prepare upgrade paths for future
technology advances. This paper reviews how the emergence of new quantum technologies will impact
IoT cryptographic security - both creating in new threat vectors, such as a quantum computer, as well as
providing some immediate solutions.
Keywords: Quantum technologies, cryptography, critical infrastructure, internet of Things, photonics, random number
generation
Author:

Kelly Richdale, ID Quantique SA

Introduction
Such systems and assets have developed into a networked
Internet of Things, where machines talk to machines and
devices to devices without human interaction. This is already
the case for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
and industrial control systems (ICS) which are moving online
and towards modern standardized networking protocols.
Examples include the electricity grid and train networks, where
commands can now be sent over open transmission networks
using IP-based protocols, such as MPLS; or the connections to
smart meters deployed in millions of homes; or to the devices
underpinning smart cities; or in the future to the millions of
smart cars driving autonomously on our roads which depend on
embedded IoT devices.
Such hyper-interconnected infrastructures present new defense
challenges:
• Rapid advancements in technology will add new attack
vectors which were not conceived of or which were
not feasible at the time that the devices were originally
deployed – especially given the long ﬁeld lifetimes of
critical infrastructure devices
• The scalability of the attack vectors is unprecedented,
where a single successful hack could affect millions of
devices [2]. So far such attacks have been relatively benign,
but this could change. This means that many previously
isolated or siloed systems and devices forcibly become part
of a networked critical infrastructure. For example, in the
past, if one car crashed it was a matter for the police and
possibly an ambulance. However, in the world of ubiquitous
IoT, if a hack can cause an entire smart city infrastructure
to fail, or the entire self-driving car or rail network to go
down, then it becomes an issue of national security [3].

• All interactions between devices MUST be mutually
authenticated
• Continuous authentication SHOULD be used when feasible
and appropriate
• All communications between devices SHOULD be encrypted
• Devices MUST NEVER trust unauthenticated data or code
during boot-time
• Devices MUST NEVER be permitted to run unauthorised
code
• Devices SHOULD NEVER trust unauthenticated data during
run-time
• When used, cryptographic keys MUST be protected
Moreover, the report goes on to state that devices and systems
MUST be built to include mechanisms for in-ﬁeld update,
and that devices and systems for managing updates MUST be
mutually authenticated and secured: “Threat models must
recognize that some systems will need to be in place for decades,
while others may refresh annually or more frequently….. Life
critical embedded systems should be engineered to include
enough compute capacity for stronger cryptographic and
runtime protections that will need to be added within the
lifetime of the systems.”
However, in-ﬁeld update mechanisms may also bring about
new attack vectors, as an attacker, who manages to enter the
system will be able to update it according to their needs.

Crypto Security Requirements
Many of the core requirements for security of modern critical
infrastructures depend on cryptographic primitives. Clearly,
cryptography is only a part of the whole but for the purposes of
this paper, we will consider speciﬁcally the implications of the
emergence of new quantum technologies on the cryptographic
primitives - in the context of both creating new threat vectors,
as well as providing some solutions. And the cryptography is
crucial - If the underlying crypto primitives fail, then the security
of the device(s) and the network fail as well.
The US Department of Homeland Security [4] (DHS) recommends
certain key tenets for what they term “Life Critical Embedded
Systems” which neatly summarise the ubiquity of cryptography
in machine to machine security.

Figure 1: New Photonics IoT QRNG (5x1x1mm)
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Quantum Threats to Today’s Cryptography
Recent breakthroughs in quantum computing have brought
about a credible threat to the widely used cryptographic
primitives which underpin our infrastructures and networks –
notably to public key cryptography, such as RSA, Elliptic Curve
Cryptography & Difﬁe Hellmann. Scientists have known about
this threat since 1994 when a mathematician, Peter Shor,
published his now-famous quantum algorithm for factoring
large numbers into primes and ﬁnding discrete logarithms
much faster than any classical algorithm. These are precisely the
mathematical problems underpinning the above-mentioned
primitives. A quantum computer running Shor will therefore
break all the cryptographic systems based on these primitives.
The exponential speed-up brought about by quantum
computers stems from the fact that they act as massively
parallel computers. This is made possible by a weirdness of
quantum mechanics known as “superposition”. Crudely put,
it is the ability for a quantum bit (or qubit) to be both a one
and a zero at the same time. Properly implemented (and this is
by no means an easy task), this weird property extends to any
numbers of qubits. Ultimately, the whole quantum computer
can now be in a superposition state, which provides exponential
computing power.
And quantum computers already exist – albeit with a restricted
number of qubits. IBM has launched the ﬁrst quantum
computing cloud, which allows external users to experiment
with a small number of qubits [5]. Google has set itself a target
for proving quantum supremacy (the ability of a quantum
computer to resolve certain problems faster than the best
available conventional processors ) by the end of 2017 [6].
D-Wave was the earliest to market and has already launched
its 2000Q System quantum computer which - luckily for today’s
security – uses a quantum computing process which cannot run
Shor’s algorithm.
So the question is: when will a universal quantum computer run
Shor’s algorithm (or any variation thereof) on enough qubits to
be able to break today’s crypto primitives? One estimation is
provided by Dr Michele Mosca from the Institute for Quantum
Computing in Canada, who also runs a quantum risk assessment
practice [7]: he estimates that large-scale quantum computing
is 10-15 years away, and that there is a 1 in 7 chance of crypto
primitives being affected by quantum attacks in 2026, and a 1
in 2 chance by 2031.
This may sound a long time away, but given the timescales for
developing and deploying many critical infrastructure devices –
which are often in the ﬁeld for 20+ years, it would be prudent
to start preparations now.

present a major threat, a single hacked device may provide an
entry point to the whole system. Therefore, critical systems
should already have implemented strong cryptographic
protocols on all their components, with enough computing
capacity built in for this to be upgraded in the future to address
new crypto primitives and runtime protections.
Another aspect fundamental to security is the random number
generator (RNG), essential to all crypto operations. Generating
strong keys, based on true randomness, is the cornerstone of
security – good keys must be unique, unpredictable and truly
random. Having strong crypto algorithms with weak keys is
akin to putting a huge padlock on your front door and then
hiding the key under the mat [9]. Software-based RNGs are
not sufﬁcient, as the computer programs they run are purely
deterministic and cannot generate true randomness without
external entropy sources. Since many critical infrastructure and
IoT deployments are in isolated locations with limited external
interaction, such sources of external entropy are limited.
Therefore RNGs should be based on hardware, and the resulting
crypto key should also be protected in hardware. This need
for hardware-based root of trust, and hardware protection
of the keys is recognized also in the DHS recommendations,
which state “Ideally life critical embedded systems would
include a hardware root of trust and system integrity, as
without such system hardening, updates could be unreliable or
untrustworthy.“
Moreover in critical infrastructures RNGs need to be able
to withstand the extremely harsh environments in ﬁeld
deployments often over many decades without losing quality
of the randomness. They should not degrade with time, and
they need to withstand extremes of temperature, vibrations,
and electromagnetic noise. Photonics-based quantum random
numbers generators (QRNG) meet these requirements well.
Firstly quantum systems are intrinsically random, and therefore
do not need to accumulate entropy to generate secure keys –
every bit has what is termed “full entropy”. This is important
to ensure adequate security during boot time and for the ﬁrst
trusted handshake with other devices. Secondly, photons (single
light particles) are more resilient to external inﬂuences, such as
heat and electromagnetic signals than other types of thermalnoise based RNGs . Photonics-based QRNGs are already used for
transport encryption of critical infrastructures by vendors, such
as ABB [10], and a next generation of low cost, miniaturized
QRNGs meet the requirements for widespread ﬁeld-based
deployments of IoT devices [11].

Quantum-Era Solutions for Quantum-Safe Security
New cryptographic techniques have emerged in recent decades
that do provide protection against quantum threats. These
techniques are termed “quantum-safe” and consist of both
techniques based on quantum properties of light that prevent
interception of messages (Quantum Key Distribution or QKD
[8], as well as new algorithms (known as Quantum Resistant
Algorithms) that are resistant to known quantum attacks, like
Shor’s. Quantum technologies can also be used to improve
the overall safety of critical infrastructure by improving
cryptographic key generation. The devices are known as
Quantum Random Number Generators, or QRNGs.

Hardware Protections & Key Generation
While the algorithms in devices may be upgraded remotely,
the hardware aspects of the device must be secure from the
outset, unless they are recalled physically for upgrade. Mission
critical devices often have long lifetimes in the ﬁeld – stretching
over decades – so the hardware must be adapted or adaptable
to counter future threats. This is particularly relevant for the
multitude of ﬁeld-deployed devices, where cost and size is a
major factor and which today are frequently deployed without
any of the required security protections or upgrade paths. Again,
while individually each device, sensor or actuator may not
66

Figure 2: Photonics principles in the laboratory

Quantum Key Distribution

Kelly Richdale

Wide-scale QKD is already being deployed on transport networks
to provide quantum-safe protection to critical infrastructures
in countries such as China. However, QKD is not yet adapted
for edge or hyperconnected networks. Applications of QKD
are currently restricted to speciﬁc cases, such as highly critical
links between major infrastructure components rather than IoT
ﬁeld deployments. Therefore we will focus currently on the two
key components for a quantum-safe solution in the IoT world
– the secure key generation mechanism above, and Quantum
Resistant Algorithms below.
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Quantum-Resistant Algorithms
Quantum Resistant Algorithms (also known as Post Quantum
Cryptography) refer to cryptographic primitives (such as latticebase or code-based), that are thought to be secure against
an attack by a quantum computer, or at least against known
attacks such as Shor’s.
Since such algorithms are not provably secure from a
mathematical perspective (unlike QKD), they must be rigorously
tested and analysed before being deployed. NIST, the American
National Institute for Standards and Technology, has launched
a solicitation and evaluation process [12] with the goal to
standardize on one or more quantum resistant public key crypto
algorithm. The process will take at least 5 years.
What is clear is that – while such quantum resistant algorithms
are not yet ready for deployment – manufacturers and users
must already start to prepare by implementing crypto-agility
into their devices and systems today, so that these may be
securely upgraded in a timely manner as the threat to today’s
asymmetric algorithms becomes relevant.

Recommendations
In summary, the recommendations come in two different
categories: Prepare Now, and Act Now.
Prepare Now:
• Understand and document the threat models which might
affect your critical infrastructure deployments, including
dependencies resulting from high interconnectivity
between devices and (your and third party) systems.
• Build a process for continual evaluation for such threat
models as new technologies and attack vectors emerge,
based on an estimation of the lifecycle and ﬁeld deployment
conditions, as well as expected renewal rates.
• Prepare for the upcoming quantum era by investigating the
impact of quantum technologies upon your devices, systems
and deployment. Conduct a quantum risk assessment,
speciﬁcally for the trust models based on cryptographic
primitives, and how this will impact your devices and
systems.
Act Now:
• Build crypto agility into your devices, systems and
deployments to ensure an upgrade path in the future.
Ensure the ability to conduct remote upgrades in a secure,
timely and pro-active manner.
• Build hardware devices and systems with a view to
long term security in the ﬁeld, and notably with:
o Spare computing power able to support upgraded crypto primitives and run time protections, and
o Hardware based key generation for adequate security
of cryptographic operations throughout the lifetime of
the device, ideally based on quantum photonics for re
silience to environmental inﬂuences.
• Demand these same security criteria from your suppliers
and everyone in the value chain bringing your systems into
ﬁeld deployment.
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